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HAMBURG - Maritime heart of 
Germany

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is great to be back in the historically maritime city of Hamburg.  Hamburg remains a busy European port with around 9000 ship calls, handling 136.5 million tonnes of cargo which is handled by around 7300 logistics companies within the city.  Looking at the Google Map here shows  a small selection of the major shipping companies within Hamburg, such as Hansa, Ahrenkiel and Bernard Schulte
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Iridium Maritime

YOUR WORLD. OUR NETWORK.SM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Iridium has a long history of supplying dependable service to the whole maritime sector.  Over the past two years we have been putting our NEXT generation of satellites into orbit , performing the biggest tech refresh in history with a cost of $3bn.  Iridium’s CERTUS network is now ready to deliver global HQ voice and data to the maritime sector. 



THE UPGRADED CONSTELLATION
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The Iridium NEXT mission is complete! 

• Comprehensive ~$3 billion program 

• Retains Low-Earth Orbit (LEO) architecture 
with 66 new operational satellites with 9 in-
orbit and 6 ground spares

• Fully backwards compatible with existing 
services and devices

• All 8 launches by SpaceX successfully 
completed

• 66 Iridium NEXT SVs in commercial service

• All Iridium NEXT satellites have exceeded our 
operational KPI’s

• Commercial Service Introduction (CSI) of 
Iridium Certus Services & Products – January 
16, 2019

IRIDIUM PROPRIETARY BUSINESS INFORMATION 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After some very nail biting moments, earlier this year the biggest tech refresh in history was completed. The new NEXT constellation is now complete, with 66 operational satellites, in orbit spares and ground spares that are ready to go. Continuing to deliver dependable connectivity to our existing 1m subscribers.. On the 16th of January, Iridium Certus became open for business!



HEATMAP: WHERE OUR 1M + SUBSCRIBERS…
… MACHINES & PEOPLE USE IRIDIUM
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SBD® Data Transmission Iridium Voice Call Iridium OpenPort® High-Speed Data Traffic

Plot of Iridium Service Usage (Origination Points): Oct. 21 – Oct 27, 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over six days we plotted the locations of data transmissions from our 1m+ Iridium  subscribers. White represents SBD, mostly M2M transmissions.  Orange represents voice calls, actually showing how prevalent voice communications still are . What is really interesting is the pink plots from our Pilot service.  You can clearly see the shipping lanes, plus a great deal of use in the Bering sea. Presumably this is research or fishing vessels. But what springs out is how embedded Pilot is within the maritime segment., both for primary and VSAT companion use.



INTRODUCING IRIDIUM CERTUSSM
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• Breaking the status quo in L-band
• Delivering a standardized and 

superior alternative to competitive 
L-band services

• The right choice for smart ship 
business critical, IoT, crew welfare 
and safety services applications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Iridium Certus is now available for maritime activations. Certus is Latin for certain, and we are certain that Certus will deliver dependable primary or backup satellite communications across the globe. We have a range of competitive promotion plans available , including zero capex plans. Talk with your service provider for further details on thie promotions. 
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22
kbps

Iridium Certus 20

Global Maritime Distress and 
Safety System (GMDSS)*
ACARS
Asset Tracking
eLog Book
Telemetry
Remote Monitoring 

88
kbps

Iridium Certus 100
Internet/VPN
Email
Graphical Weather (WX)
Photo Transfer
Credit Card Validation
Global Maritime Distress and 
Safety System (GMDSS)*

176
kbps

Iridium Certus 200
ECDIS Updates
Aeronautical Charts
Streaming Audio
Global Maritime Distress and 
Safety System (GMDSS)*

352
kbps

Iridium Certus 350
Flight Data Recorder Streaming
VSAT Redundancy
Low Resolution Video
Global Maritime Distress and Safety 
System (GMDSS)*

Iridium Certus 700704
kbps Standard Definition Video 

Video Conferencing
Multi-User Internet / VPN 
Telemedicine
Global Maritime Distress and 
Safety System (GMDSS)*

1408
kbps

Iridium Certus 1400
High Definition Video
Video Conferencing
Multi-User Internet/ VPN
Telemedicine

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Certus is launching with the 352 Kbps service, ideal for both primary satellite communications and as a companion to VSAT services. As  the network is upgraded later in 2019, the 704 kbps service will be available.  In 2020 we will launch our smaller bandwidth services, starting with Certus 200  and then later with Certus 100. Both of these will be ideal for smaller vessels, including leisure and fishing. Certus 100 will be a great match for smaller vessels, for example leisure plus M2M and IoT applications. 



IRIDIUM CERTUSSM MULTI-SERVICE PLATFORM
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New and improved voice codec 
provides cellular phone-type voice 
quality in mobile satellite network

• 3 Phone lines

• Double bandwidth for HQ calls 

• Near toll-quality (3.5 MOS) 

• Low latency for real-time 
connection

IP Data 
352Kbps initially, 704Kbps (after 
firmware upgrade)

Streaming
4.8kbps, to 14.4kbps rates will be 
available at service launch 

56kbps, 128kbps, and 256kbps 
streaming after full constellation

VOICE DATA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking deeper at the Certus service, we can see how the voice and data services have evolved. The Iridium drunken sailor, or as I call it the Donald Duck effect of calling is gone. That includes reported improvements upon our Block one legacy service. Now we have HQ voice providing excellent quality calls for up to three simultaneous calls.  Certus supports upload and download speeds up to 352Kbps.  Due to our low earth orbit architecture , the connectivity is low latency. As we upgrade the satellite network, that will push the speeds up to 704 Kbps. Streaming  is available now up to 14.4 kbps, but after the upgrades this will increase up to 256kbps – ideal for applications requiring dedicated bandwidth



IRIDIUM CERTUSSM DESIGNED FOR MARITIME
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Iridium Certus is ideal for primary 
satellite connectivity on a wide variety 
of vessels.

• Optimal benefits of L-band and 
Low-Earth Orbit in a high speed 
solution

• Standardized packaging and 
speeds 

• No asterisks, caveats and small 
print

Iridium Certus is a turn key standard 
solution to a market increasingly 
confused by non-standard “metered” 
VSAT and heavily-caveated budget 
plans

Iridium Certus for companion use is 
more than VSAT Backup
• Iridium is a ship’s ‘Get out of Jail 

Free’ card
• A VSAT outage shouldn’t interrupt 

Ship’s Business as Usual
• Iridium Pilot® delivers critical 

business connectivity, beyond 
recovery

• Iridium Certus takes Iridium’s 
connectivity as a VSAT 
companion to the next level

• Distributed Shared Groups (DSG) 
provide predictable 
communications costs

PRIMARY COMPANION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We see two major use cases for Certus 350 within commercial maritime., primary and companion. Certus Primary is ideal for commercial vessels that are not using a VSAT, either due to restricted deckspace  or their communications budgets cannot accommodate the cost of a VSAT terminal. The straight-forward and flexible pricing provides a range of plans from small up to gigabyte levels. This provides an alternative to smaller VSAT plans,, for example metered plans. Certus Companion is really what we describe as the ‘get out of jail free’ card. Ensuring that the vessel has a dependable, multi-satellite VSAT backup that delivers connectivity allowing ship’s business as usual to continue unabated anywhere in the world. To ensure that  Service Providers can deliver a VSAT package with L-band backup, we offer SP pooled plans.



IRIDIUM CERTUSSM HARDWARE ADVANTAGE
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Thales 
VesseLink

Cobham 
SAILOR 4300 Robust✓

Powerful✓

Affordable✓

Easy install✓

Supported✓

Safety✓

Multi-Service Platform

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We really feel that to leverage the best from the new NEXT network, we should have industry leaders as Value Added Manufacturers. Cobham and Thales have done an amazing job with the Sailor 4300 and VesseLink terminals. Both terminals deliver dependable robust performance, with lots of horsepower. The price point of the terminals puts it below an FB250, and Iridium have launch promotion plans that provide no capex, giving a low cost path to equipping a fleet with Certus. Installation wise, both Cobham and Thales have done a great job to ensure a simple installation. The antennas are small and light, and can be hand-carried. They have the same bolt-patterns as FB antennas, and can re-use the same antenna cable. This drastically reduces the pre-planning and complexity of an installation



MV PETKUM, BRIESE SCHIFFAHRT – CERTUS INSTALL
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MV Petkum. IMO 9386988, 15,633 GRT
• First Briese vessel to upgrade from 

Inmarsat FB to Iridium Certus 
(Sailor 4300)

• Installed by Nordic IT Marine within 
a few hours

• Re-used existing FB pedestal and 
cable

• Certus is now the primary satellite 
connection for the MV Petkum

“With Iridium Certus we took our satellite communication to the next level. 
Petkum was the first vessel equipped with an Iridium Certus terminal and more 
Briese vessels will follow. The triple of an affordable price, a reliable satcom 
system and great support makes Iridium Certus so attractive to Briese.” 

Mr Holger Börchers, IT Manager, Briese Schiffahrt

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The MV Petkum was one of the first commercial vessels to install a Cobham Sailor 4300. Our partners Nordic IT were able to quickly install the new antenna, using the same bolt patterns and coax as the previous FB ADE.  Briese were extremely happy with the results, and will roll out Certus across the fleet. 



MAY 2018

RECOGNITION!

Making the Global Maritime Distress 
Safety System truly Global
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
5 years of hard work from Iridium gave recognition by IMO of Iridium’s safety services, with a desire to make GMDSS truly global



GMDSS STRATEGY – THREE C’S
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Iridium provides GMDSS Service Provider Diversity 
and Enhances Safety at Sea

Coverage
First and only truly global system – coverage over 

Polar areas (Sea Area A4) not served today 

Capability
All functions in one terminal – voice and data
More efficient gathering of information by RCC

SAR response can be initiated earlier, with more information

Cost
~25% of the cost of current equipment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cost - Current Cost of F77 and INM-C around $20k, LT-3200 planned to be less than $5kPolar coverage allowing satellite safety services to one of the most dangerous areas on earthAlert and Voice capability will allow faster gather of lifesaving information by RCC and potentially faster SARCoverage – the current capability for satellites GMDSS is not global, the poles are important and Iridium can remedy this short coming.Capability – with Tri-service terminals (can do Distress Voice, Alerting and Maritime Safety Information), within a minute the identifier, location for a vessel and other key information can be sent to an RCC and response can be initiated. Current system can send ID and Location but cannot provide voice capability to talk to operator, therefore information limited.
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Iridium Legacy Services
• Lars Thrane LT-3200

Iridium CertusSM

• Cobham SAILOR 4300
• Thales VesseLINK

PLANNED IRIDIUM GMDSS EQUIPMENT
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• Iridium GMDSS is coming!

• Delivering safety services and improved 
coverage at a low cost.

• It will be possible to use “Iridium only” GMDSS 
equipment for SOLAS compliance.

• Implementation is targeted for completion by 
the end of 2019

• The final milestone: amendments to the 
SOLAS Convention, coming into effect on 1st 
January 2020

TIME LINE FOR IRIDIUM GMDSS
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Iridium Certus Maritime SM

• New LEO Satellites

• New Technology 

• New Ground Infrastructure

• World-class Value Added Manufacturers

• Experienced “Value Adding” Service Providers

• New Choice in L-Band Connectivity

• Ready for Connections

SUMMARY - IRIDIUM CERTUSSM
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